Department of Psychology Graduates

Based on nine-month post-graduation survey results

- 43% Employed
- 30% Accepted to Graduate School
- 7% Employed and Accepted to Graduate School
- 10% Seeking Employment
- 10% Other

Number of Graduates: 84

Where Are They Now?

Class of 2013 graduates of the Department of Psychology can be found working and earning advanced degrees at prestigious graduate schools throughout New Jersey, Ohio, North Carolina, Maryland, New York, New Hampshire, Virginia, Florida, Connecticut, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, Georgia and Washington DC.

In Their Own Words

"With the help of Career Services, I not only sharpened my resume and cover letter, but learned a great deal about how I could get started working in the field of psychology during my Elon undergraduate career. The individuals who work at Career Services are truly dedicated to helping Elon students find the right internship for them. Career Services gave me the necessary resources and support to land an internship at the Center for Creative Leadership this summer!"

Evan Skloot
Class of 2016